
EXTRACURRICULAR PROGRAM

Activities are available in french and in english
Mention your preference when booking.

Number of students per group
Ideal group size is 20, to a maximum of 25 so that all student have an opportunity to 
meet  animals. * The larger the group, the longer each student will have to wait for a 

turn to meet animals.  

Prices
Our prices vary according to the transport, the time that we spend at your installation,  

the number of animators, etc. Contact us to obtain a personnalized scenario  
and a tender ! 

 
Number of visits

Choose how many visits you want !
- 6 visits package
- 10 visits package
- 12 visits package

CHOOSING EDUCAZOO IS ENCOURAGING ANIMAL WELFARE !
Throughtout Quebec : (514) 605-5543 

Quebec city : (418) 998-5295 
www.educazoo.com 
info@educazoo.com
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ACTIVITY CONTENT HAS BEEN DEVELOPPED BY EDUCAZOO INC. BIOLOGISTS.

https://www.youtube.com/user/educazooinc
https://www.tiktok.com/@educazoo
https://www.facebook.com/educazooinc
https://www.instagram.com/educazoo_inc/


DISGUISED ANIMALS
Learn about animals that, through disguise, can pass unnoticed.  

Real camouflage champions !

ENVIRONMENT
This presentation will encourage youth to adopt environmentally 

responsible behaviours towards the environment. Our animator will 
plant the seed of ecological consciousness by touching on topics 

such as pollution, deforestation, climate change, etc.
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THEME 1

THEME 2

THEME 3
EVOLUTION

 
Learn more about the evolution process and various environment 
pressions that promote the appearance or disappearance of cer-
tain organs. They will meet members of the skink family wich are 

constantly evolving.  

EDUCAZOO’S ACTIVITIES GUIDE



ALIMENTATION
Not all mammals eat the same way. Learn about the dental system 

and feeding patterns of these mammalian representatives !

LOCOMOTION

Learn how strange animals that, at first glance, have neither eyes 
or ears, can know and perceive their environment with this sensory 

theme ! 
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THEME 4

THEME 5

Boidae representatives will be happy to show you that it is not neces-
sary to have legs to move. Discover different types of snake locomo-

tion and be a witness of it. 

THEME 6
SENSORIAL
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THEME 7
TELL ME WICH SOUND YOU MAKE ?

Croaking ! This is how the amphibians that you will discover during 
this activity communicate. Try to learn their different noises and find 

the hidden message behind !

THEME 8
FORT BOYARD

Challenge youngsters in this animation filled with special animals 
and fun challenges !

THEME 9
WILDLIFE FROM QUEBEC AND CANADA

Discover little-known animals that look like or are part of the same 
family as our endemic species of Canada.
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THEME 10
TRIP AROUND THE WORLD !

Being part of the rodent family brings its share similarities, but what 
about differences ? Find out how rodents have adapted to their diffe-

rent living environment. 

THEME 11
ECOLOGICAL NICHE

Discover the beautiful and diverse family of geckonidea ! In this acti-
vity, students will prepare an ideal habitat for each individual.

THEME 12
SEDUCTION

Humans are not the only ones to have particular techniques when it 
comes to seduction. Discover the means used by turtles in order to 

seduce their companion !



THEME 13
REPRODUCTION

How does reproduction take place in lizards? Ovoviviparous or  
oviparous ? Parthenogenesis? Learn more on the different methods 

of reproduction used by our reptilian friends !

CONTACT US TO OBTAIN YOUR TENDER !
Throughtout Quebec : (514) 605-5543 

Quebec city : (418) 998-5295 
www.educazoo.com 
info@educazoo.com
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https://www.instagram.com/educazoo_inc/
https://www.facebook.com/educazooinc
https://www.tiktok.com/@educazoo
https://www.youtube.com/user/educazooinc

